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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM

Purpose for the Study

Reading is an essential life skill taught early in a child's education. Some children
need to practice and work harder than their classmates in order to read. Children who do
not learn to read early on often struggle throughout their education. The goal o f turning
children on to books has to start at an early age since readers are developed in childhood.
(Funk, 1992)
Teachers have to teach to many learning styles. Some children are global learners
while others may be analytic learners. Some children are auditory learners and others are
visual learners or tactile learners. Many areas o f reading, such as phonics, comprehension,
and grammar are taught in literature based reading classrooms. Teaching the many
reading areas through a piece o f literature may touch more than one learning style.
Today's children's literature is often more meaningful to children than the text.
The text is often an adapted version o f the authentic piece with a selected vocabulary.
The children's books are complete stories usually with many colorful and bright pictures.
The illustrations are often what draws children to a particular book. Children can learn to
read naturally when their parents read to them and allow them to have plenty o f access to
books. It is continued in the classroom with the teacher reading to the students and the
availability o f books in the classroom. (Tunnell, 1989) To increase a child's reading
development there should be various copies o f the same title for the child to choose from.
(Egawa, 1990)
James B. Reilly uses the HOT (Higher Order Thinking Skills) approach to teach
kindergarten students to read. In this particular approach, children read or listen to many
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versions of a familiar book, such as The Three Little Pigs. Many activities follow the
reading o f the book in order for the children to use higher order thinking skills.

Some

suggested activities are acting out the story, responding to the story through questions and
discussion, and comparing and contrasting the various versions o f the story. By using the
"HOT approach" with literature children may develop stronger comprehension skills.
(Reilly, 1989)

Problem Statement

The purpose o f this study is to develop a literature-based handbook for first grade
teachers to use with their students which utilizes a thematic approach to teaching.

Procedure

Subjects. The subjects for this study will be the students in a first grade class and
first grade teachers.
Setting. The children in the class are from mostly Appalachian backgrounds, and
some Afro-American backgrounds in an inner city school system. The
neighborhood is in a low income inner city area.
Data Collection. Children's literature will be read and evaluated to determine its
best use in a thematic unit. Skills that correlate with the district goals and
objectives will be emphasized from the literature.
Format The handbook is divided into two sections. One is various thematic units
for one school year. The other is a sample o f the activities that go with the units.
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Definition o f Terms

Learning Style is the particular way in which a student will learn.
Lare learners who learn best from whole to part.
, are learners who learn best from part to whole.
. are learners who learn best through sight.
■are learners who learn best through sound,
i are learners who learn best through touch.
Literature-based teaching is teaching reading skills through literature.
Thematic approach is teaching around a particular theme or idea.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

Children who have a great amount o f exposure to books will generally enjoy books
and reading more than children who don't have as much exposure to books. Readers are
made in childhood; therefore the teachers' and parents' efforts to turn children on to books
must begin early. (Funk, 1992) "Learning to read naturally begins when parents read to
young children and let them handle books, and that process is continued with the teacher
reading aloud and including books naturally in the classroom." (Tunnell, 1989) Reading is
learned similarly to speaking development. Learning to read begins with the basics, such
as letter recognition, and grows to reading basic sight words which will lead to reading
books.
According to James Zarrillo (1989), there are some issues that have started a trend
toward literature based reading programs. One issue is "a call for an enhanced role for
quality children's literature in the elementary schools." Another one is "the advocacy for
whole language approaches to literacy development." "The professional decision making
o f teachers who do not want their reading program dictated by basal materials" is a third
issue promoting literature based reading in the school.
The instructional format and those who select the reading materials are two o f the
components to take into consideration when designing an effective literature based reading
program. (Heibert, 1989) There are some other components o f literature based reading
programs according to Zarrillo (1989). One is the presentation o f literature. The
literature can be read by the teacher, portrayed through a reader's theater, or by a video
production. Another component is the children's response to the literature. They can
predict what might happen in a story. The children can take on a character's point o f
view. The story could be related to the student's personal experience. A third component
o f literature based reading is the students' individualized time. The student needs time for
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independent reading and for doing projects related to a particular piece o f literature.
Having teacher directed lessons, such as discussions, is another component. Zarrillo's last
component o f literature based reading is a class project for a piece o f literature that the
entire class has read. Michael Tunnel and James Jacobs (1989) named some additional
components o f literature based reading programs which are:
1. The premises learned from "natural readiness".
2. The use o f natural text.
3. Using the neurological impress method.
4. Reading aloud to the students.
5. The students being involved in sustained silent reading.
6. The teacher modeling the uses o f literature.
7. An emphasis on changing attitudes toward literature based reading.
8. The students' self-selection o f reading materials.
9. The meaning oriented with skills often taught in a meaningful context.
10. The students' involvement in process writing and other output activities.
Learning to read and write is not the only issue at stake in literature based
education. If it is accepted that, in addition to learning the skill itself, the student also
understands the uses and purposes for the skill from instruction, the how, as well as the
what, o f teaching becomes important. Students learn much from the curriculum and
instructional methodology imposed on them and this will affect their use o f the learned
materials. (Rasinski, 1988)
Surrounding children with literature helps them to become better readers and
writers. Having multiple copies o f a title available encourages reading and rereading.
Students' writing skills can be developed by having an abundance o f children's literature
available in the classroom. (Egawa 1990, Funk, 1992)
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If children's literature is to make its greatest impact on developing children's
interest in books and a desire to read, the following strategies developed by D.S.
Strictland should be implemented. (Funk, 1992)
1. An easy and constant student access to books in the classroom, schools,
and public libraries.
2. Class time scheduled daily for students' independent reading o f materials
they select and use voluntarily.
3 Reading aloud regularly to children.
4. A variety o f opportunities for children to voluntarily share what they
have read.
5. Activities that focus on studying a given piece o f literature, genre,
author, or illustrator.
6 Encouraging students to respond to literature in a variety o f ways.
Teachers should spend time during the school day reading to the students. Story
time can be extended in the following ways. (Kachur, 1990)
1. Have an author o f the week, or month.
2. The stories can be dramatized, or puppets could be made to correlate
with the characters from the story.
3. Use 10-15 minutes a day for sustained silent reading.
4. Students could present book talks (sharing their favorite book with the
class).
5. Implement story telling as a class activity.
6. Students read selections o f literature in pairs.
Phyllis Trachtenburg (1990) suggests teaching literature based reading by
beginning with allowing children to read and enjoy the quality o f the literature. The next
step would be to break off a part o f the story, for example a phonetic element, and teach
that particular skill After the skill has been taught, go back to the whole story and apply
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the specific skill you chose to focus on to the story. This method is called Whole - Part Whole.
Andrew Frew (1990) suggests four steps to go from the basal to literature based
reading. The first step he calls "Behaving with Basals". This step involves the teacher
depending on and using the basal for reading instruction. The next step Frew calls
"Redefining reading" This is when the teacher implements literature with the basal.
"Revving up for Reading" is the third step to literature based reading. In this step, the
teacher puts less emphasis on the skills and more emphasis on literature and writing. The
final step Frew calls "Letting Literature Loose". This is when the teacher focuses solely
on literature for reading instruction.
There are many ways to use literature in the classroom. One way is that a teacher
chooses a book or an author and supports it with a variety o f activities. A variation would
be to have the children choose a book and do various activities independently. Another
way to use literature in the classroom is to have the teacher and students choose from a
set o f books that all students must eventually read or have read to and follow up with
some activities. (Zarrillo,1989)
. The literature based units can be set up in a variety o f ways. James Zarrillo (1989)
suggests using a more specific theme as opposed to a general theme. A general theme can
lead to having too many books and not knowing what books to choose or what activities
to do with each book. Having a more specific theme can reduce the number o f books to
choose from.
The grouping o f the students can also be done in a number o f ways. Elfrieda
Heibert and Jacalyn Colt (1989) suggest grouping the students by ability and skill levels,
by topic interest, or a combination o f both ability and topic interest. There should be a
balance o f large and small group activities. In order to be well-rounded readers, children
need experience in teacher led activities, student and teacher activities, independent or
peer settings.
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"A variety o f teacher-student interactions and activities must be used with teacher led and
independent student activities in order for literature based reading to be effective."
(Heibert,1989) Independent reading should be mixed with all other activities in the
literature based classroom.
Amy Kachur (1990) recommends implementing writing with literature in a number
o f ways. One way is for the students to keep a writing journal. The students' participation
in writing letters to pen pals or classmates is another way to implement writing in the
classroom. Another way is to have the children participate in language experience stories
led by the teacher or another student. Encourage the students to keep a written record o f
the books they have read and their reactions to the books. The final way to implement
writing is to have the children publish books for the classroom or for individual use.
Allow about 20 minutes per day for silent writing time.
There are a number o f literature based methods that have successfully raised test
scores, improved comprehension skills, and have increased vocabulary that are currently
being used throughout the United States and the world.

Some that John F. Salvage,

Michael O. Tunnell and James S. Jacobs have found are the Reading Recovery program in
Ohio, the Open Sesame program in New York City, and the Shared Book Experience in
New Zealand. (Funk, 1992) James B. Reilly (1989) uses the HOT (Higher Order
Thinking skills) approach to teach kindergarten students to read. In this particular
approach children read, or listen to many versions o f a familiar book, such as The Three
Little Pigs Many activities follow the reading o f the book in order for the children to use
higher order thinking skills. Some suggested activities are acting out the story, responding
to the story through questions and discussion, and comparing and contrasting the various
versions o f the story. By using the HOT approach with literature children may develop
stronger comprehension skills. (Reilly, 1989)
Children have positive attitudes toward reading with literature based reading
programs. (Zarrillo, 1989) Reading is a "meaning related activity." (Tunnell, 1989)
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Lloyd Eldridge and Denise Butterfield conducted a study and found that "the use o f
children's literature to teach children to read had a positive effect upon student
achievement and attitudes toward reading." (Tunnell, 1989) Timothy Rasinski (1988)
completed a study in which he compared the reading and writing o f three groups o f first
grade students. The classrooms were a mastery learning classroom, a traditional
classroom, and a literature based classroom. The children in the literature based
classroom maintained the most meaning oriented conception o f reading and writing o f the
three groups.
When using literature in the reading program, use children's literature that is
written in a "natural uncontrolled language." (Tunnell, 1989) "Children see reading as a
means o f accomplishing meaningful purposes, such as sharing ideas with others when
literature is used for authentic reasons in the classroom." (Heibert, 1989)
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE

The themes that were chosen for this handbook are:
Apples

Fall

Pumpkins

Bats

Turkeys

Winter

Snow

Spring

Kites

Flowers

Rain

Summer

There are many themes to choose from. These themes were chosen because they
are seasonal and the children can relate better with ideas that they can experience.
The objectives for these units are from the Dayton Public Schools Pupil
Performance Objectives for reading and writing. The objectives are:

Reading: 1. The students will recognize details, identify and discuss characters and setting.
2. The students will predict events and discuss the main idea.
3. The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy.
4. The students will integrate prior knowledge or personal experiences with
events in the text.
5. The students will analyze the behavior o f the characters.
6. The students will attend to a self-selected text for a sustained period o f time.
(Daily)
7. The students will express thoughts, feelings, judgments, understandings, and
attitudes in response to the text.
8. The students will use pictures and prior knowledge to decode words.
9. The students will use structural features to read an unknown word.
10. The students will locate a smaller known word in an unknown word.
11. The students will use singular and plural nouns and correct verb forms.
12. The students will recognize possessive forms.
13. The students will distinguish letters. (Daily)
14. The students will use beginning and ending consonants.
15. The students will use consonant / vowel clusters and short I long vowels.
16. The students will self-correct when miscues interfere with meaning. (Daily)
17. The students will read with fluency and expression. (Daily)
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18. The students will draw, write, or retell a story to demonstrate comprehension
o f a silently read text. (Daily)
19. The students will keep a record o f books read. (Daily)
Writing: 1. The students will demonstrate some usage o f print including:
a. capitalization
b. ending punctuation
c. letter-sound correspondence
d. left - to- right directionality
e. letter formation
f. spacing.
2. The students will write on a self-selected topic related to personal experience.
3. The students will dictate a story in response to a self-selected topic, or a
prompt.
4. The students will write in response to a picture.
Most o f the objectives can be found in all the units. Some objectives can be
applied to all books and were marked "(Daily)" in the preceding list o f objectives. Many
o f the writing objectives could be applied to most books so only a couple were used for
each unit.
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Apples
1. Apple Pigs by Ruth Orbach (1976 Collins World, Cleveland)
Summ ary: A little girl takes care o f an old tree that others thought should be cut down.
In the Spring the tree produces more than enough apples for the entire town.
The poetic rhyme tells o f the many ways the apples were used.
Objectives: 1. The students will use structural features to read an unknown word.
2. The students will use pictures and prior knowledge to decode words.
Activities: 1. Fill in the missing rhyming words. Rewrite a paragraph on chart paper or
sentence strips, leaving out the rhyming words. Children fill in the blanks
using index cards.
2. Match the rhyming words in a lotto game. Write each rhyming word on an
index card. Children work in small groups to match the rhyming words.
2. Who Stole the Apples? by Sigrid Heuck (1986 Alfred A. Knopf, New York)
Sum m ary: A horse is looking forward to the apples falling to the ground. When they
disappear from the tree the horse looks for them. He meets many friends along
the way who help him find who stole the apples. When they are found he
gives an apple to each friend who helped him and has one left for himself
Objectives: 1. The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy.
2. The students will write in response to the story.
Activities: 1. The children read (say) the rebus pictures while the teacher reads the rest o f
the story.
2. Discuss if this story is real or fantasy. Compare the real and fantasy ideas
in a Venn diagram.
3. Have the children write their own rebus stories.
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3. Johnny Appleseed by Steven Kellogg (1988 M orrow Junior Books, New York)
Summary: John Chapman (a.k.a. Johnny Appleseed) left his home in Massachusetts to
explore the West. He brought apple seeds and planted many small orchards
throughout Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Indiana. This tells o f the happy and hard
times Johnny had living in the wilderness.
O bjectives: 1. The students will recognize details and identify the characters and setting.
2. The students will draw and write in response to the story.
Activities: 1. Create a story map with the class. The children retell the story using the
story map.
2. Children draw a picture and write what it was like for Johnny living in the
wilderness.
4. Apple Pie by Anne Wellington (1978 Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ)
Summary: One apple was left on Mr. Bingle's tree. It was too high to reach so he tried a
stool to reach it. His neighbors also tried to help him to get the apple until it
finally came down.
Objectives: 1. The students will retell the story by sequencing it.
2. The students will analyze the feelings/behavior o f the characters.
Activities: 1. Sequence the story by placing, in order, what items were given to Mr.
Bingle, and by whom, to get the apple..
2. List how each character felt when he/she tried to help and when the apple
came down.
5. Picking Apples and Pumpkins by Amy and Richard Hutchings (1994 Scholastic, Inc.,
New York)
Summary: (The first part o f this book is about apples, the second part is about pumpkins.
The summary for the pumpkin part is with the pumpkin books.) Kristy and her
family and friends go to pick apples from a local orchard. They take a hay
ride, then they pick different kinds o f apples from various orchards.
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Objectives: 1. The students will integrate prior knowledge with the events in the text.
2. The students will use pictures and prior knowledge to decode words.
3. The students will write in response to a story.
Activities: 1. Before reading the story have the children tell o f their apple picking
experiences. Write their experiences in story form. Children take turns
reading their parts. After reading the book, compare the students'
experiences with the story.
2. Use vocabulary cards with characters' names, the name o f the Orchard,
types o f apples, and equipment used, to write a story about picking apples
or to retell the story.
6. Apples o f Your Eye by Allan Fowler (1994 Children's Press, Chicago)
Sum m ary: Apples can be used in many ways. This explains the many ways that we eat
apples. It also explains the way they grow.
Objectives: 1. The students will locate appropriate information using an index.
2. The students will put vocabulary words in alphabetical order.
Activities: 1. Use the index at the end o f the book to help find information about the
apple. Small groups o f children take turns using the index and reading the
information.
2. Make word cards o f the vocabulary at the end o f the book. The children put
the words in alphabetical order.
7. My Apple by Kay Davies and Wendy Oldfield (1994 Gareth Stevens Publishing,
Milwaukee)
Sum m ary: A little girl talks about the characteristics o f an apple from the smooth skin to
the seeds inside.
O bjectives: 1. The students will locate appropriate information using a glossary and an
index.
2. The students will use pictures and prior knowledge to decode words.
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Activities: 1. Write 4 - 5 sentences from the book, leave out some o f the high frequency
words. Students fill in the missing words.
2. Use the glossary and the index. Talk about how each is used. Have the
children choose 1 word in the glossary and write a sentence and draw a
picture using the word.
8. Applesauce by Shirley Kurtz (1992 Good Books, Intercourse, PA)
Summary: A family eats the last o f the applesauce and there are no more apples growing
on their tree. They find a home that has a tree with plenty o f apples on it and
ask if they can use their apples. The father and children gather all the apples.
They all help to make applesauce and clean up.
O bjectives: 1. The students will use appropriate punctuation.
2. The students will engage in creative writing.
Activities: 1. Using sentence strips, write a few sentences from the story without
punctuation. Children add the punctuation.
2. Write and draw a picture o f what you would do with so many apples. (This
could be done before finishing the story - when the house is full o f apples.)
9. The Seasons o f Arnold's Apple Tree by Gail Gibbons (1984 Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, Hong Kong)
Summary: Arnold spends a lot o f time at an apple tree. He sees the changes the tree
makes each season. Arnold is kept busy enjoying the activity o f the tree.
O bjectives: 1. The students will recognize details in the story.
2. The students will participate in a dramatic retelling o f the story.
Activities: 1. Write sentences from the story onto sentence strips. The children place
them with the appropriate season.
2. Divide the class into 4 groups. The children work together to act out or
explain what the tree does each season.
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10. Down the Road by Alice Schertle (1995 Harcourt Brace and Co., Orlando)
Summary: For the first time, Hetty is allowed to go into town to get eggs by herself. She
is very careful not to break the eggs. In the meadow she sees an apple tree.
As she picks some apples, the eggs spill out o f the basket and break. Hetty
climbs up the tree to hide until her father and mother find her.
O bjectives: 1. The students will analyze the character's feelings.
2. The students will predict events.
Activities: 1. Talk about how Hetty and her father and mother felt at different times in the
story.
2. Predict what H etty will do when the eggs break. Make a list on the board or
chart paper.
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Fall
1. Lionel in the Fall by Stephen Krensky (1987 Dial Books for Young Readers, New
York)
Sum m ary: This chapter book shows Lionel's experiences with starting school and having
a new teacher, raking leaves, and going out for Halloween.
O bjectives: 1. The students will dictate a story in response to a prompt.
2. The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy.
Activities: 1. After reading the story write a class story about the class's experiences with
any or all o f the events that Lionel experienced.
2. Discuss whether this story was real or make- believe and how the students
could know.
2. Leaves by Fulvio Testa (1980 Peter Bedrick Books, New York)
Sum m ary: This poetic story tells about the leaves changing and falling in autumn. It
describes what they miss about the summer and have to look forward to in the
spring.
Objectives: 1. The students will use ending consonants and vowel sounds to identify
rhyming words.
2. The students will draw or write about a story to demonstrate
comprehension.
Activities: 1. Match each set o f rhyming words.
2. Write a story or draw a picture to describe what happens to the leaves.
3. Henry and Mudge Under the Yellow Moon by Cynthia Rylant (1987 Bradbury Press,
New York)
Sum m ary: Henry, a boy, and his dog, Mudge, love to do things together in the fall. They
play outside in the leaves, listen to spooky Halloween stories, and celebrate
Thanksgiving with Aunt Sally together.
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O bjectives: 1. The students will analyze the behavior o f the characters.
2. The students will read familiar vocabulary. (Skills 10, 13,14,15)
Activities: 1. Create a Venn Diagram comparing Henry and Mudge,
2. Rewrite some o f the sentences on chart paper leaving out basic vocabulary
words. The children fill in the missing words.
4. Marmalade's Yellow Leaf by Cindy Wheeler ( 1982 Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New York)
Summary: Marmalade, a cat, chases a leaf on a fall day. While chasing it he knocks over
a pile o f leaves and gets involved in a boys football game
Objectives: 1. The students will read with fluency and expression.
2. The students will draw in response to a story.
Activities: 1 Rewrite each sentence on sentence strips. Read the sentences and put them
in order. Read the story on sentence strips.
2. Make a class book o f Marmalade's Yellow Leaf using the sentences and
letting the children illustrate each sentence.
5 Leaves by William Corderoy (1994 Gareth Stevens Publishing, Milwaukee)
Summary: As the bears prepare for hibernation, Little Bear wonders how the leaves get
back on the trees. While his parents sleep he tries to stay awake until spring,
but ends up falling asleep.
Objectives: 1. The students will predict events and discuss the main idea.
2. The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy.
Activities: 1. Write a class story about what Little Bear will do to see the leaves come.
2. List the events in the story that could be real or could be fantasy.
6. Why Do Leaves Change Color by Betsy Maestro (1994 Harper Collins Publishers, New
York)
Summary: This book explains how the leaves change color in the fall and why they
eventually fall from the trees.
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Objectives: 1. The students will write on a topic related to personal experience.
2. The students will recognize details.
Activities: 1. After gathering leaves, write a story about the leaves.
2. Sequence the process a leaf goes through from changing color to falling
on the ground.
7. Fall: A Tale o f What's to Come by Janet McDonnell (1993 Childrens Press, Inc.,
Chicago)
Summary: Mouse wants to play, but no one has time because they are preparing for
winter. Mouse doesn't understand why they have to prepare for the winter so
he asks his friend Groundhog. Groundhog explains to Mouse what has to be
done to prepare for the winter.
O bjectives: 1. The students will analyze the behavior o f the characters
2. The students will write about their experiences in the fall.
Activities: 1. List what each animal does in order to prepare for the winter.
2. List what activities children do and write about your favorite fall activity.
8. When Will the Snow Trees Grow? by Ben Shecter (1993 A Charlotte Zolotow Book:
An Imprint o f HarperCollins Publishers, USA)
Summary: A boy is curious about when the snow trees will grow. A bear explains to him
that many changes need to take place in the fall before the snow trees grow
Objectives: 1. The students will recognize details.
2. The students will read familiar vocabulary.
Activities: 1. Create a web listing the characters and setting. List what will happen first,
next, and last.
2. Rewrite the story on chart paper and read as a class or individually. Write
the familiar vocabulary in a different color or underline it.
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9. Wind Spins Me Around in the Fall by Charlotte Agell (1994 Tilbury House Publishers,
Gardiner, ME)
Summary: A little girl is enjoying a fall day with her aunt as she spins in the leaves and
picks out pumpkins.
O bjectives: 1. The students will integrate prior knowledge or personal experiences with
events in the text.
2. The students will use pictures and prior knowledge to decode words.
Activities: 1. Choose 3 or 4 events in the fall and make a flip book about those events.
2. With a set o f books have the students read the story out loud.
10. In the Woods: Who's Been Here? by Lindsay Barrett George (1995 Greenwillow
Books, New York)
Summary: Cammy and William go for a walk in the woods. They see evidence o f many
animals and ask "Who's been here?".
Objectives: 1. The students will predict events.
2. The students will use singular and plural nouns and correct verb forms.
Activities: 1. As the story is being read have the students guess who has been there.
2. Match the nouns to the correct verb forms.
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Pumpkins
1. The Pumpkin Man from Piney Creek by Darleen Bailey Beard (1995 Simon &
Schuster Books For Young Readers)
Summary: Hattie sees a jack-o-lantern for the first time in the storefront window. She
tries to convince her dad to let her use one o f his pumpkins from the field for
her very own jack-o-lantern. He has promised to sell the pumpkin man all o f
his pumpkins. The pumpkin man sees how sad Hattie is and gives her a
pumpkin
Objectives: 1. The students will express thoughts, feelings, judgments, understandings,
and attitudes in response to the text.
2. The students will demonstrate some usage o f print.
Activities: 1. Discuss how Hattie felt when she saw the pumpkin, when her dad wouldn't
let her have one o f theirs, when the pumpkin man came, and when she had
her own jack-o-lantem. Make a chart o f Hattie's feelings.
2. Fill in the missing punctuation. Rewrite some sentences from the story on
chart paper or sentence strips. The students fill in the appropriate
punctuation marks
2. Picking Apples and Pumpkins by Amy and Richard Hutchings (1994 Scholastic, New
York)
Summary: The second part o f this book is about pumpkins. The first part is in the apple
unit. After lunch Kristi and her friends and family go to the pumpkin patch to
pick pumpkins. When the day is over they design faces for a jack-o-lantem.
Objectives: 1. The students will dictate a story from a prompt.
2. The students will recognize details.
Activities: 1. Design a class jack-o-lantem. As a large group have the
children make up a story about a jack-o-lantem.
2. Sequence how a jack-o-lantem is made.
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3. Pumpkin Pumpkin by Jeanne Titherington (1986 Greenwillow Books, New York)
Summary: In the spring Jamie plants a pumpkin seed. He watches it change from a seed
to a pumpkin throughout the summer. Jamie picks it in the fall and makes it
into a jack-o-lantem.
O bjectives: 1. The students will recognize details.
2. The students will express thoughts, feelings, judgments, understandings,
and attitudes in response to a text.
Activities: 1. Retell the story by relating to the beginning, middle, and end o f the story.
2. Compare this story to It's Pumpkin Time by Zoe Hall.
4. The Vanishing Pumpkin by Tony Johnson (1983 G.P. Putnam's Sons, New York)
Summary: An old man and woman want to use their pumpkin to make a pumpkin pie on
Halloween night. The pumpkin has disappeared, so they search for it. They
come across many characters before they finally find it at owl's house. The old
man and woman are upset until they see the surprise he has for them.
Objectives: 1. The students will identify the characters.
2. The students will recognize prepositions.
Activities: 1. Retell the story by using the order the characters appeared in the book.
2. Match the prepositions to who or what they refer to.
5. The Biggest Pumpkin Ever by Steven Kroll (1984 Hobday House, New York)
Summary: Two mice, a village mouse and a city mouse, find a pumpkin that they want
for the town pumpkin contest. One mouse takes care o f it during the day
while the other takes care o f it at night. The pumpkin grows bigger than any
mouse has seen. Neither mouse knows about the other one taking care o f the
pumpkin until they are covering it to protect it from the frost. The tw o mice
work together to get it to the pumpkin contest.
O bjectives: 1. The students will predict events o f the story.
2. The students will analyze the characters' feelings.
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Activities: 1. Predict what the mice will do when they find out about each other.
2. Discuss how the characters felt at different parts o f the story.
6. Grandma's Smile by Elaine Moore (1995 Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Books, New York)
Sum m ary: Kim and her grandmother enter a pumpkin in the town's fall festival. This is
Kim's first festival so she is very excited. After all the activities it's time for
Kim to design a jack-o-lantem for her pumpkin. She draws a face with a large
smile representing her grandma's smile.
Objectives: 1. The students will recognize quotation marks.
2. The students will recognize possessive forms.
Activities: 1. Write a few dialogue sentences on sentence strips. Children place
quotation marks where they belong.
2. Match possessive forms to the object (Kim's - pumpkin, Grandma's - smile)
Write sentences using possessive forms.
7. Jeb Scarecrow's Pumpkin Patch by Jana Dillon (1992 Houghton Mifflin Company,
Boston)
Sum m ary: Jeb Scarecrow finds out that this year the crows plan to have their harvest
festival in his pumpkin patch. He fights with the crows and loses sleep trying
to prevent the crows from coming. Jeb comes up with a brilliant plan that
works. The crows think that his pumpkin patch is haunted and leave it alone.
O bjectives: 1. The students will distinguish from realism and fantasy.
2. The students will locate a smaller known word in an unknown word.
Activities: 1. Discuss whether the story could be real or fantasy. List parts o f the story
that could be real and parts that are fantasy on chart paper.
2. Match the parts o f compound words found in the story.
Locate the root words o f various words throughout the story.
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8. Very Scary by Tony Johnston (1995 Harcourt Brace & Company)
Summary: It is Halloween night and there is a bright "pumpkin moon". One pumpkin in
the pumpkin patch soaks up the moonlight and appears larger than any other
pumpkin. A series o f characters set out to find this pumpkin. The pumpkin
becomes very scary at the end and is proud o f itself.
O bjectives: 1. The students will recognize details, identify and discuss characters and
setting.
2. The students will draw, write, or retell a story.
Activities: 1. Match pictures o f the characters to sentence cards saying what each one did.
Then put them in the order that they appeared in the story.
2. Each student write or draw what he/she would do with the pumpkin.
9. Too Many Pumpkins by Linda White (1996 Holiday House, New York)
Summary: Rebecca Estelle hated pumpkins because that was all she ate when she was
growing up because times were hard. When she had enough money she said
that she would never eat another pumpkin. As she was tending to her garden
in the fall, a pumpkin truck drove by and a large pumpkin fell out. Rebecca
Estelle was disgusted with the idea that a pumpkin was in her yard so she
buried it in dirt. In the spring, vines started to grow where the pumpkin was
buried. She tried to ignore it and not take care o f it, but the pumpkins
continued to grow. She had so many pumpkins in the fall that she carved them
and made treats to share with the town.
O bjectives: 1. The students will integrate prior knowledge with events in the text.
2. The students will predict events and discuss the main idea.
Activities: 1. Discuss what a seed needs in order to grow and sequence the process a
seed goes through to become a plant.
2. At various points have the students tell or write about what might happen
or what they would do in that situation.
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10. It's Pumpkin Time! by Zoe Hall (1994 The Blue Sky Press, New York)
Summary: Two children anxiously await Halloween. They begin preparing for
Halloween by planting "Jack-o-lantem" seeds in the summer. This tells o f the
growth o f a pumpkin from a seed to the pumpkin to a jack-o-lantem.
Objectives: 1. The students will recognize details.
2. The students will integrate prior knowledge with events in the text.
Activities: 1. Sequence the cycle o f a pumpkin seed to a pumpkin through picture cards.
Discuss each cycle.
2. Locate the various parts o f the pumpkin in the cycle. Use word cards to
label the parts, (pumpkin, jack-o-lantem, seed, root, stem, flower, shell,
leaf)
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Bats
1. A Bat is Bom by Randall Jarrell (1978 Doubleday & Company, Inc. Garden City, NY)
Summary: This poem is about a mother bat caring for her newborn. The bats go through
their nightly routine until daylight comes and they all sleep.
O bjectives: 1. The students will recognize details, identify and discuss characters and
setting.
2. The students will use structural features to read an unknown word.
Activities: 1. Create a web listing the things a bat does and where it lives and gets food.
2. Match the sets o f rhyming words from the poem.
2. Spooky and the Wizard's Bats by Natalie Savage Carlson (1986 Lothrop, Lee &
Shepard Books, New York)
Summary: Spooky and Snowball, who used to belong to a witch, are now house cats.
Spooky goes outside to play as he usually does, but this time bats come from
over the hill. Spooky goes to the wizard's cave to find out why the bats are
out so much. He finds out that the bats were sent out to torment the cat.
Spooky finds a way to outsmart the wizard and the bats.
Objectives: 1. The students will decode words using references to characters.
2. The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy.
Activities: 1. Reread the story asking the students who he, she, they, etc., are.
Match up pronouns to what they refer to.
2. Discuss whether this story is real or fantasy and how the students can tell.
3. Loose Tooth by Steven Kroll (1984 Scholastic Inc., New York)
Summary: Flapper and Fangs, twin bats, did everything together. One day Fangs had a
loose tooth. Everyone paid attention to Fangs while Flapper was ignored.
Flapper was jealous o f the attention Fangs was getting so he took the tooth
when it fell out.
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O bjectives: 1. The students will use long / short vowels.
2. The students will analyze the behavior o f the characters.
Activities: 1. Brainstorm words with the "oo" sound in them.
Create sentences using as many "oo" words as possible.
2. Compare and contrast Fangs and Flapper at certain points in the story.
4. The Bat in The Boot by Annie Cannon (1996 Orchard Books, New York)
Summary: While cleaning up after working in the yard, a brother and sister find a baby
bat in their father's boot. The family takes care o f the bat until the mother
comes back to get it.
O bjectives: 1. The students will predict events and discuss the main idea.
2. The students will use correct punctuation.
Activities: 1. Before reading the story, discuss as a large group what the students would
do if they found a baby bat. After reading, compare their answers to the
book. Write a story about your own baby bat.
2. While reading the story point out the different types o f punctuation and how
they are being used. Write some o f these sentences on chart paper. Have
the students insert the correct punctuation, (see activity 1)
5. A Promise to the Sun by Tololwa M. Mollel (1992 Little, Brown and Company,
Boston)
Summary: A drought has hit where the birds live. They meet and send the bat out to find
rain. Bat talks to the moon, stars, clouds, wind, and sun and asks them
to make rain. Bat makes a promise to the sun that the birds will build a nest
for it if there is rain. The birds don't follow through so the bat hides in a cave
each time he sees the sun rise.
Objectives: 1. The students will sequence the events in the story.
2. The students will read high frequency vocabulary.
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Activities: 1. Using pictures, have the students sequence the objects that the bat talked to
and match them up with what they said.
2. Working in pairs or small groups, have the students look through the book
and find as many words as they know and write them down on paper.
6. Bat Time by Ruth Horowitz (1991 Four Winds Press, New York)
Summary: Leila is excited to finish the day's activities so she can go outside with her dad
at night to look for bats. Some nights they don't see any, but this night they
saw more bats than they could count.
O bjectives: 1. The students will integrate prior knowledge or personal experiences with
events in the text.
2. The students will use singular and plural nouns and correct verb forms.
Activities: 1. Write and draw about special things that you do with your family.
2. List all the nouns. Have the students tell you if they are singular or plural.
List all the verbs. Match them with the correct noun.
7. Bats: Night Fliers by Betsy Maestro (1994 Scholastic Inc. New York)
Summary: A description o f the many types o f bats and their ways o f life.
O bjectives: 1. The students will recognize details.
2. The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy.
Activities: 1. Compare 2 or 3 types o f bats - where they live, what they look like, what
they eat, etc.
2. Discuss whether this is real or fantasy - how can you tell?
8. Zipping, Zapping, Zooming Bats by Ann Earle (1995 HarperCollins, New York)
Summary: A description o f a bats' behavior.
O bjectives: 1. The students will express thoughts and attitudes in response to the text.
2. The students will use beginning consonants.
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Activities: 1. Write a class story about bats. Children draw pictures to go with the story.
2. Put basic keyword facts about a bat in alphabetical order. Write a sentence
about each word.
9. Stellaluna by Janell Cannon (1993 Harcourt Brace & Co. San Diego)
Sum m ary: Stellaluna's mother is attacked by an owl while they are flying in the night.
Stellaluna falls into a bird nest and is raised by birds. She meets other bats and
is back with her mother.
Objectives: 1. The student will recognize possessive forms.
2. The student will locate a smaller known word in an unknown word.
Activities: 1. Match the possessive form to the object. Find the description in the book.
2. List the compound words and descriptive words on the board. Have the
children figure out what the root words are.
10. Bat Jamboree by Kathi Appelt (1996 M orrow Junior Books, New York)
Sum m ary: It's the time o f year for the annual Bat Jamboree. Many groups o f bats
perform various tricks or stunts leading up to the grand finale where all 54 bats
do one trick.
O bjectives: 1. The students will express thoughts, feelings, understandings, and attitudes
in response to the test.
2. The students will use ending consonants.
Activities: 1. Discuss the book. Children tell and write about the group o f bats that they
enjoyed the most.
2. Listen for the rhyming words from each paragraph. Write the sets o f words
on the board.
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Turkeys
1. Farmer Goff and His Turkey Sam by Brian Schatell (1982 J.B. Lippincott, New York)
Summary: Farmer Goff was trying to prepare Sam, his turkey, for the turkey contest at
the county fair. Sam would rather eat the pies Mrs. Goff prepared than his
turkey feed. Sam did everything wrong during the turkey contest, then ran
away and ate all the pies.
Objectives: 1. The students will recognize details, identify and discuss characters and
setting.
2. The students will use short vowels.
Activities: 1. Create a story map showing the beginning, middle, and end o f the story
2. Compare the word "Sam" to other short "a" words. Write a short "a"
sentence.
2 Mrs Tittle's Turkey Farm by Lois G. Grambling (1994 Thomasson - Grant,
Charlottesville, VA)
Summary: Mrs. Tittle names every turkey on her turkey farm. One turkey she has
trouble naming so she just calls him Turkey. As Thanksgiving approaches
people come to choose their Thanksgiving turkey. Turkey does all he can to
avoid being chosen. He makes it through a day, then at night turkey thieves
come and steal some turkeys. Turkey sees all this and makes such a loud
commotion that the thief drops the stolen turkeys and runs.
Objectives: 1. The students will predict events and discuss the main idea
2. The students will recognize possessive forms.
Activities: 1. While reading the text have students predict what will happen to Turkey.
Compare their answers to the story.
2. Talk about the apostrophe s in Mrs, Tittle's Turkey Farm . Find other things
in the book to show possession.
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3. Tobias Turkey by Sandra Robbins (1990 See - More's Workshop, New York)
Summary: Tobias turkey is very determined to win the prize for the fattest turkey that is
given each fall. He works hard to become the fattest turkey, but he is too fat
to move to the contest. He tries to be faster, but becomes the skinniest turkey
on the farm. He receives a special award for being "the most determined
turkey on the farm".
Objectives: 1. The students will recognize details, identify and discuss characters and
setting
2. The students will use beginning and ending consonants.
3 The students will distinguish letters.
Activities: 1. Retell the story by telling what Tobias was determined to do throughout the
story. How did he fulfill that determination? Was it successful?
2. List all the characters is the book, write their names in alphabetical order.
Talk about how each character was important to the story.
3. Talk about "Tobias Turkey", and "Pushy Percival" stressing the "t" and "p"
sounds. As a class write names for each letter o f the alphabet.
4. Gracias the Thanksgiving Turkey by Joy Cowley (1996 Scholastic Press, New York)
Summary: Papa sends Miguel a turkey for him to fatten up for Thanksgiving. Gracias,
the turkey, becomes a family pet. Miguel doesn't want to eat his pet so they
settle for chicken instead.
Objectives: 1. The students will express thoughts feelings, judgments, understandings,
and attitudes in response to the text.
2. The students will demonstrate some usage o f print.
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Activities: 1. Discuss and write how you would feel if you were Miguel or if you knew
Miguel.
2. Write some sentences on chart paper that have quotation marks,
exclamation points, question marks and periods. Review / introduce
punctuation. Have the children write sentences for each type o f
punctuation.
5. Sometimes it's Turkey ~ Sometimes it's Feather's by Loma Balian (1973 Abingdon
Press, Nashville)
Summary: Mrs. Gumm finds a turkey egg outside. The egg hatches and Mrs. Gumm
feeds the turkey, waiting for it to get big and fat for Thanksgiving dinner. For
Thanksgiving, Mrs. Gumm and her two friends, the cat and the turkey, share
Thanksgiving dinner.
Objectives: 1 The student will analyze the behavior o f the characters
2. The student will use short vowels.
Activities: 1. Divide the class into groups. Each group writes and draws about one o f the
characters, Mrs. Gumm, Turkey, or Cat. How did the character feel at
certain points in the story.
2. Introduce / review short "u" sound. As a class list as many short "u" words
as you can find in the story. Write a sentence or story using short "u" words.
6. Don't Eat Too Much Turkey by Miriam Cohen (1987 Greenwillow Books, New York)
Summary: A first grade class is preparing for Thanksgiving. Anna Maria is bossing
everybody to be in her play. The class lets her know that they don't want to be
a part o f it until she can stop being so bossy. They make a class turkey and
take turns being the turkey.
Objectives: 1. The students will integrate prior knowledge or personal experiences with
events in the text.
2 The students will use structural features to read an unknown word.
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Activities: 1. Tell, write and draw what you would do if Anna Marie was in your class.
2. Write some sentences from the text on sentence strips, but leave out a word.
Write the missing words as flash cards and put them in a word bank. Each
student reads a sentence and chooses the missing word.
7. One Tough Turkey: A Thanksgiving Story by Steven Kroll (1982 Holiday House, New
York)
Summary: The pilgrims are preparing for their first Thanksgiving dinner. Captain Bill
and a few other pilgrims are sent to hunt wild turkey for the dinner. The
turkeys fool the pilgrims in many ways. The pilgrims eventually give up and
decide to have just squash for the first Thanksgiving dinner
Objectives: 1. The students will analyze the behavior o f the characters.
2. The students will use pictures and prior knowledge to decode words
Activities: 1. In separate places, list how the pilgrims felt and how the turkeys felt during
various parts o f the story. Compare the feelings.
2. Write different parts o f the story on sentence strips. Match the sentence to
the picture that it goes with.
8. A Turkey For Thanksgiving by Eve Bunting (1991 Clarion Books, New York)
Summary: Mr. and Mrs. M oose are preparing for Thanksgiving dinner. Mrs. Moose
comments that she wished she had a real turkey for Thanksgiving. Mr. Moose
sets out to find a turkey. The other guests help him find a turkey. They
bring the turkey back and have a place for him at the table. Turkey is happy
to be sitting with the other animals on Thanksgiving.
O bjectives: 1. The students will predict events in the text.
2. The students will use singular and plural nouns and correct verb forms.
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Activities: 1. Read to the part where Mr. Moose finds the turkey. Have the students
write, draw, or tell what they think will happen to the turkey.
2. Write part o f the text on chart paper. Talk about the noun and verb forms
Rewrite as a class the same text, changing it from plural to singular or
singular to plural. Also change the verb tense from past to present or
present to past. Compare the differences.
9. Sam's No Dummy. Farmer Goff by Brian Schatell (1984 J.B Lippincott, New York)
Summary: Farmer Goff hears his cow "mooing" at 3:00 AM so he gets up to see what is
wrong. He finds the cow fast asleep, but he continues to hear a cow. He finds
his turkey, Sam, making all kinds o f animals sounds. Sam had found an ad for
animal acts to perform on television so he was showing Farmer Goff his talent.
Sam did not perform as he should at the auditions, which embarrassed Farmer
Goff. After the audition they saw Sam's talent and he was on television.
Objectives: 1. The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy.
2. The students will locate a smaller known word in an unknown word.
Activities: 1. Discuss if this could be real or not.
2. Introduce/review contractions. Find places in the story where contractions
could be formed. Match 2 words to the contrition it forms (Sam's ~ Sam
is).
3. Compare this story to Farmer Goff and His Turkey, Sam by Brian Schatell,
discussing Sam's character traits
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Winter
1 .1 Slide Into the White o f Winter by Charlotte Agell (1994 Tilbury House Publishers,
Gardiner, ME)
Summary: An account o f a family's adventures on a winter day
Objectives: 1. The students will use structural features to read an unknown word.
2. The students will integrate personal experiences with events in the text.
Activities: 1. While reading, have the students read the color words. Make a chart
leaving out the color words, and have the children insert the missing words
2. Write or draw a description o f a typical day's events in the winter.
2. Snow Riders by Constance W. McGeorge (1995 Chronicle Books, San Francisco)
Summary: A snow storm comes allowing Molly and Matthew to have a day off from
school. They spend the day playing in the snow, building snow horses. The
horses come to life and they all go for a ride.
Objectives: 1. The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy.
2. The students will use correct noun and verb forms
Activities: 1. Make a chart comparing events in the book that are real to those that are
not real
2. Discuss present and past verb forms used throughout the book.
Write sentences using both types o f verb forms
3. A Winter Walk by Lynne Barasch (1993 Ticknor & Fields, New York)
Summary: Sophie goes for a walk with her mother to see the many colors o f winter.
Objectives: 1. The students will use pictures and prior knowledge to decode words.
2. The students will recognize details
Activities: 1. Choosing a few sentences in the book, have the students fill in the missing
vocabulary words Write the completed sentences.
2. Retell the story describing what color the various objects were.
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4. Winter on the Farm by Laura Ingalls Wilder (1996 HarperCollins Publishers, USA)
Summary: Almanzo is a boy growing up on a farm in New York. He helps with the daily
barn chores, then eats dinner with his family and they enjoy an evening
together.
O bjectives: 1 The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy.
2. The students will express thoughts and feelings in response to the text.
Activities: 1. Discuss whether this is real or fantasy. Compare life on the farm to life
where the students live.
2. Write about what you would do if you lived on a farm.
5. Dear Rebecca, Winter Is Here by Jean Craighead George (1993 HarperCollins, USA)
Summary: A grandmother writes a letter to her granddaughter explaining what nature
does, preparing for the winter and during the winter.
O bjectives: 1. The students will analyze the behavior o f the characters.
2. The students will use singular and plural noun forms.
Activities: 1. Using a picture o f each animal or object o f nature, retell what that animal or
object does during the winter.
2. Choose a number o f nouns from the book and determine whether they are
singular or plural.
6. Ralph's Frozen Tale by Elise Primavera (1991 G P Putnam's Sons, New York)
Summary: An explorer named Ralph has been everywhere except the North Pole. He
sets out to explore the North Pole and has some trouble on the way. He meets
up with a bear who becomes his friend and they travel together until a storm
causes Ralph to lose track o f the bear. They both meet up again at the North
Pole
Objectives: 1. The students will predict events and discuss the main idea.
2. The students will recognize possessive forms.
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Activities: 1. Before reading the story have the students predict what the story is about.
While reading the story have the students guess what might happen at
certain points.
2. Match sentences in the text to other sentences meaning the same thing, but
using the apostrophe "s".
7. Lionel In the Winter by Stephen Krensky (1994 Dial Books for Young Readers, New
York)
Summary: This is a chapter book about a boy named Lionel Lionel has many winter
experiences such as cold nights, playing in the snow, building a snowman, and
celebrating the new year.
O bjectives: 1. The students will demonstrate the usage o f print.
2. The students will integrate prior knowledge or personal experiences with
events in the text.
Activities: 1. Find the different types o f punctuation used in the stories. Write a sentence
for each form o f punctuation, using it correctly.
2. Write a story about a favorite winter activity.
8. Winter Fox by Jennifer Brutschy (1993 Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New York)
Summary: Rosemary's father brought home a white rabbit to keep on the farm. Each day
Rosemary would check on Annabelle, the rabbit, and feed her. When it got
very cold outside Papa was worried about his chickens, but Rosemary was
worried about the rabbit. One day when Rosemary came home from school she
noticed that the rabbit was missing. She and Papa went out to look for it and
found the fox who got the rabbit.
O bjectives: 1. The students will analyze the behavior o f the characters.
2. The students will locate a smaller known word in an unknown word
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Activities: 1. Discuss how Rosemary and her father felt at different times throughout the
story. Write about how you would feel in one o f those situations.
2. Match the past tense verbs to the present tense verbs. Fill in the blank
sentences using the correct verb form.
9. The Five - Dog Night by Eileen Christelow (1993 Clarion Books, New York)
Summary: Betty comes to visit Ezra frequently although Ezra thinks she's a pest. When
it gets colder in the fall and through the winter she encourages him to use a
blanket at nighttime. He never uses the blanket, just his dogs for warmth. On
the coldest night o f the winter Betty checks in on him and discovers his secret
to staying warm.
O bjectives: 1. The students will recognize details, identify and discuss characters and
setting.
2. The students will use long vowels.
Activities: 1. Retell the story focusing on the beginning, middle, and end o f the story.
Write a class summary o f the story. Children illustrate the story.
2. Review the long "i" sound with the students (five, night). Find other words
with the long "i" sound in this book and other books.
10. Winter Wood by David Spohn (1991 Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Books)
Summary: On a cold winter day M att and his dad get ready to chop wood. They spend
the day together. At night M att enjoys a warm fire.
O bjectives: 1. Students will discuss the main idea.
2. The students will write in response to a picture.
Activities: 1. Before reading the story have the students guess what the title Winter Wood
might mean. After the story is read have the students tell what the story
was about.
2. Without reading the story, show some pictures o f the story, and have the
students w ork in pairs to write one or two sentences about the picture.
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Snow
1. The Snowy Day by Ezra Jack Keats (1962 The Viking Press, New York)
Summary: Peter wakes up to find that it snowed overnight. He spends the day playing in
the snow, doing anything that a 6-year-old boy might do in the snow.
Objectives: 1. The students will use structural features to read an unknown word.
2. The students will integrate prior knowledge or personal experience with
events in the text..
Activities: 1. Write words from some o f the sentences out o f order. Have the students put
the sentences in order. (See activity 2)
2 . Talk about what the students would do if it snowed, then have the students
write about what they would do if they woke up to a lot o f snow. Make a
class big book o f what each student would do in the snow.
2. Fun in the Snow by Laura Damon (1988 Troll Associates, USA)
Summary: A couple o f bears enjoy a day playing in the snow.
O bjectives: 1. The students will use structural features to read an unknown word.
2. The students will use beginning and ending consonants.
Activities: 1. Make flash cards with the words in the word list. Make up sentences using
the flash cards. Draw pictures to go with the sentences.
2. Match the rhyming words found in the book. List other words that rhyme
with them that are not in the book.
3. The Jacket I Wear in the Snow by Shirley Neitzel (1989 Greenwillow Books, New
York)
Summary: A little girl lists each article o f clothing as she dresses to go play in the snow,
and when she undresses alter playing.
Objectives: 1. The students will use beginning and ending consonants.
2. The students will use pictures and prior knowledge to read an unknown
word.
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Activities: 1. Write all the sets o f rhyming words on flash cards. Read and match each
pair o f words.
2. Read the story as a group. Have the students write their own story using
rebus pictures.
4. Look! Snow! by Kathryn O. Galbraith (1992 Macmillan Publishing Co., New York)
Summary: The children at McCormick School see snow falling. The next day school is
canceled due to the snow. The town enjoys a day in the snow, (almost
wordless book)
Objectives: 1. The students will analyze the behavior o f the characters.
2. The students will write in response to a picture.
Activities: 1. Pick a character and discuss and write a class story about how that character
might feel about the snow.
2. Have each student write and draw about a different page o f the story.
Combine all their writing to make a class book.
5. Emmett's Snowball by Ned Miller (1990 Henry Holt and Co., New York)
Summary: On a snow day, Emmett plays in the snow. He makes a snowball and rolls it.
The snowball gets bigger and more people need to help push it. Eventually the
snowball becomes the biggest snowball in history and draws a lot o f attention
to the town.
Objectives: 1. The students will locate a smaller known word in an unknown word.
2. The students will predict events and discuss the main idea.
Activities: 1. Read and sequence various comparatives (big, bigger, biggest).
2. Throughout the story have the students predict what Emmett will do with
the snowball. Write about what you would do if you had a snowball.
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6. Geraldine's Big Snow by Holly Keller (1988 Greenwillow Books, New York)
Summary: Geraldine is anticipating a big snowfall. She sees the townspeople preparing
for it, but it hasn't come as she prepares for bed. During the night it comes,
and the next day Geraldine goes sledding with her new sled.
O bjectives: 1. The students will recognize details, identify and discuss characters and
setting.
2. The students will recognize possessive forms.
Activities: 1. Sequence each character and what he or she does to prepare for the snow.
2. Introduce / review possessives. Rewrite parts o f the book using
possessives.
7. Friendly Snowman by Sharon Gordon (1980 Troll Associates, New Jersey)
Summary: A group o f friends work together to make a snowman with everything that a
snowman would need.
O bjectives: 1. The students will use pictures and prior knowledge to decode words.
2. The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy.
Activities: 1. Introduce / review adjectives. Match the adjectives to the parts o f the
snowman they describe.
2. Describe the parts that make this story real or make-believe. Change the
parts to make it all real or all make-believe. Draw pictures to go with the
changes.
8. Animals in the Snow by Margaret Wise Brown (1995 Hyperion Books for Children,
New York)
Summary: A description o f what some animals do when it snows and when it stops.
O bjectives: 1. The students will recognize possessive forms.
2. The students will read with fluency and expression.
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Activities: 1. Write sentences filling in the possessive form o f the noun.
2. The students read along as the book is read a second time. Write the
repetitive sentences on chart paper and read as a class warm-up.
9. Snow by Roy McKie and P.D. Eastman (1962 Random House, New York)
Summary: A couple o f children and their dog enjoy playing in the snow.
O bjectives: 1. The students will use consonant / vowel clusters and long / short vowels.
2. The students will demonstrate the usage o f print.
Activities: 1. Match rhyming words. Group the words into long or short vowel
categories.
2. Insert punctuation in sentences on a chart o f sentence strips. Rewrite the
correct sentences.
10. Snow Day! by Barbara M. Joosse (1995 Clarion Books, New York)
Summary: When school is canceled a family enjoys a day playing in the snow.
Objectives: 1. The students will predict events and discuss the main idea.
2. The students will use singular and plural nouns and correct verb forms.
Activities: 1. Before reading the book, predict what the story will be about. While
reading, predict what each family member will do. Write the predictions on
the board.
2. Write some sentences from the book on the board. Rewrite the sentences,
changing the noun and verb forms as needed.
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Spring
1. My Spring Robin by Anne Rockwell (1989 Macmillan Publishing Company, New York)
Summary: As a little girl searches for the robin she remembered from last year, she sees
many signs o f spring.
O bjectives: 1. The students will use pictures and prior knowledge to decode words.
2. The students will use long vowels.
Activities: 1. Rewrite the story on chart paper leaving blanks for the basic vocabulary
words.
2. As a class, find all the long "e" words. List them on the board. Take turns
making a sentence with each word.
2. Rabbit's Good News by Ruth Lercher Bomstein (1995 Clarion Books, New York)
Summary: Rabbit wakes up and hears something calling her. She goes out to search for
whatever she hears. She sees many new animals and realizes that it is spring.
Objectives: 1. The students will recognize details, identify and discuss characters and
setting.
2. The students will use correct verb forms.
Activities: 1. Retell the story by sequencing the things that rabbit saw before she realized
that it was spring.
2. Write sentences on sentence strips leaving out the verb. Have the students
insert the correct verb form (use regular, 'ing' and 'ed' endings).
3. Welcome Back Sun by Michael Emberley (1993 Little, Brown, and Company, Boston)
Summary: A little Norwegian girl yearns for the sunlight o f spring. In Norway they
haven't seen the sun since December. She wants to climb a mountain to go
find the sun, but her family tells her to wait and the sun will come. H er family
gets tired o f waiting so they all climb the mountain and see the sun. The next
morning the sun shines on her town.
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Objectives: 1. The students will predict events and discuss the main idea.
2. The students will use structural features to read an unknown word.
Activities: 1. Have the students predict what the story is about by just hearing the title.
Predict what they will find on top o f the mountain.
2. List the parts of all the compound words on a paper Have the children
match up the pairs and write each new word in a sentence.
4. Lionel in the Spring by Stephen Krensky (1990 Dial Books for Young Readers, New
York)
Summary: Lionel is kept very busy in the spring. He plants a garden for his family He
and his sister make breakfast for their parents' anniversary. He plays with his
friends, and helps the family with spring cleaning
Objectives: 1. The students will integrate prior knowledge or personal experince with
events in the text.
2. The students will demonstrate the usage o f print.
Activities: 1. Have the students write their own stories about when they did something
similar to one o f Lionel's activities.
2. Reread the dialogue in the story. Dictate some sentences. Have the children
write the sentences using correct punctuation.
5. It's Spring by Else Holmelund Minarik (1989 Greenwillow Books, New York)
Summary: Pit and Pat, a couple o f cats, enjoy playing and jumping because it is spring.
Objectives: 1. The students will analyze the behavior o f the characters.
2. The students will use beginning and ending sounds.
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Activities: 1. Discuss, and make a list o f things that might make the cats happy in the
spring.
2. List as many words that begin like Eit and Eat. Make another list o f words
that end like Pit and Pat.
3. Make flash cards o f all the objects that they jumped over and put them in
alphabetical order.
6. Spring Green by Valrie M. Selkowe (1985 Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Books, New York)
Summary: Woody Woodchuck is having a spring party for which everyone needs to
bring something green for spring. Danny Duck cannot find anything green so
he and Ricket the frog go without anything. Danny ends up winning the prize
for bringing a green frog.
O bjectives: 1. The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy.
2. The students will use beginning sounds.
Activities: 1. Discuss whether this story is real or fantasy. Make a list o f things that are
real and things that are fantasy from the story.
2. List names for other animals that were not in the story using the same letter
(Danny Duck).
7. Did You Hear Wind Sing Your Name? An Oneida Song o f Spring by Sandra
DeCoteau Orie (1995 Walker and Company, New York)
Summary: This story o f the cycle o f spring, according to the Oneida Indians, shows many
signs o f spring.
Objectives: 1. The students will draw to show understanding o f the text.
2. The students will express thoughts, feelings, judgments, understandings,
and attitudes in response to the text.
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Activities: 1. Make a class big book. Write each stanza on a large piece o f paper. Have
the students work in pairs to draw about the sentence
2. Each page is a question. Answer each question to see if it is a sign o f
spring. Discuss what each sentence might mean.
8. When Spring Comes by Natalie Kinsey-Warnock (1993 Dutton Children's Books, New
York)
Summary: A young farm girl of the early 1900's describes all the changes that will take
place when spring arrives.
O bjectives: 1. The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy.
2 The students will locate a smaller known word in an unknown word
Activities: 1. Explain how these activities are real. Compare what the girl does in the
story to what children o f today do in the spring. Make a Venn diagram
comparing then and now.
2. Introduce / review contractions. List the contractions in the story. Match
the 2 words to the word that it makes as a contraction.
9. Henry and Mudge in Puddle Trouble by Cynthia Rylant (1987 Bradbury Press, New
York)
Summary: Henry and his dog, Mudge, enjoy the spring. They see a snow glory grow.
They enjoy playing in a huge puddle with Henry's father. Finally, they help
watch the kitten next door.
Objectives: 1. The students will integrate personal experiences with events in the text.
2. The students will recognize possessive forms.
Activities: 1. Discuss and write what you like to do in the Spring.
2. Reread any chapter. Have the students find objects that can have possession.
Write who owns it using a n 's on the board.
10. When Spring Comes by Robert Mass 1994 Henry Holt and Company, New York)
Summary: A description o f the changes and celebrations that take place in the spring
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Objectives: 1. The students will recognize details, identify and discuss characters and
setting.
2. The students will use correct verb forms.
Activities: 1. As a class, list the spring activities from the book. Have the students choose
one activity and write about it.
2. Review the 'ing' ending to verbs. Write the 'ing' verbs on sentence strips.
Have the students match the verb to 'ing' and read what the new word is.
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Kites
1. Mike's Kite by Elizabeth MacDonald (1990 Orchard Books, New York)
Summary: Mike is flying his kite on a very windy day. As the wind carries Mike and his
kite through the town, he asks various townspeople to help him get down.
The wind finally stops and everyone falls to the ground.
O bjectives: 1. The students will recognize details, identify and discuss characters and
setting.
2. The students will use long vowels.
Activities: 1. Retell the story by sequencing the townspeople that helped Mike.
Make a class book describing and illustrating each set o f townspeople.
2. Review the long "i" sound. List other words that have the same sound as
Mike and kite
2. A Sky Full o f Kites by Osmond Molarsky (1996 Tricycle Press, Berkeley, CA)
Summary: Colin loved to draw. One day he made a large painting. His mother would
not let him hang it inside the house because the painting was too big. Colin
took his painting to several businesses in town hoping one o f them would like
to display his painting. After being turned down several times, Colin went to
the park and saw some children flying kites. He immediately turned his
painting into a kite so everyone could see it.
Objectives: 1. The students will analyze the behavior o f the characters.
2. The students will locate a smaller known word in an unknown word.
Activities: 1. Discuss how Colin felt at various points in the story. Write a story about
where you would take a painting that you were proud o f
2. Introduce or review compound words. Display the compound words found
in this story on a sentence chart Break up the words and match them to
form new words. List other compound words and play the same game.
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3. The Big Kite Contest by Dorotha Ruthstrom (1980 Pantheon Books, Toronto)
Summary: Stephen is preparing for the local kite flying contest. One day as he was
practicing he fell and the kite got stuck in a tree. Stephen tried to earn money
in order to buy a new kite. It was the day before the contest and Stephen still
had not earned enough money, so he gave up on the contest. His little sister
surprised him by entering the kite in the contest and winning
O bjectives: 1, The students will predict events and discuss the main idea.
2. The students will use singular and plural nouns and correct verb forms
Activities: 1. Have the students predict what Stephen would do in order to get a kite for
the contest. List the predictions on the board.
2. Write some sentences from the book on chart paper. Discuss the noun and
verb forms. Match a noun with the appropriate verb.
4. Rabbit's Birthday Kite by Maryann Macdonald (1991 Bantam Books, New York)
Summary: Hedgehog makes Rabbit a kite for his birthday. Rabbit thought kite flying was
easy until he tried it. Hedgehog teaches Rabbit how and where to fly a kite.
They enjoy flying the kite until it breaks and they have to make a new one.
Objectives: 1. The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy
2. The students will demonstrate the usage o f print.
Activities: 1. Discuss whether the story is real or fantasy. Write a story about animals
doing things that people do.
2. Rewrite some paragraphs from the story, then have the children fill in the
missing punctuation.
5. The Kite Race by Michele Spim (1988 January Productions, I n c , USA)
Summary: Don and his father worked together to make a dragon kite for the upcoming
kite race. Tim, Don's friend, came over to play. Tim saw the kite and wished
that he could have a kite for the race. Tim helped Don make a kite so they
both could be in the kite race.
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O bjectives: 1. The students will express thoughts, feelings, judgments, understandings,
and attitudes in response to the text.
2. The students will use beginning and ending consonants.
Activities: 1. Discuss how Don helped Tim. List ways the students can help their friends.
2. List words that end with 'rri like in Tim, and 'n' like in Don. Put the words
in alphabetical order.
6. Please, Wind? by Carol Greene (1982 Children's Press, Chicago)
Summary: While the air is very still a little girl begs for wind so she can fly her kite.
Objectives: 1. The students will use pictures and prior knowledge to decode words.
2. The students will draw pictures to retell a story.
Activities: 1. After reading the book to the class one time, have the students read the
book to each other.
Point to specific words on each page and have students read those words.
2. Create a class book in which each student draws a picture for each sentence
in the book.
7. Curious George Flies a Kite by Margaret Rey (1958 Houghton Mifflin Company,
Boston)
Summary: George, a little monkey, was alone at home. He looked out the window and
became curious about the things he saw outside. He went outside to look and
got into some mischief. His friend Bill was flying a kite so George joined in.
George was in charge o f watching the kite while Bill ran home for a minute.
George became curious and tried to fly the kite. The kite took him up into the
air. George was rescued by his friend in a helicopter.
Objectives: 1. The students will recognize details.
2. The students will use structural features to read an unknown word.
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Activities: 1. Discuss cause and effect. Write and draw answers to questions about why
George got into so much trouble.
2. On a sentence strip write 'who, what, why, where' questions. Have students
read the questions, remembering to sound out the endings if they are
unfamiliar with the word. As a group discuss the answers.
8. The Sea - Breeze Hotel by Marcia Vaughan and Patricia Mullins (1992 Willa Perlman
Books)
Summary: The Sea - Breeze Hotel is vacant 11 months out o f the year because it is too
windy to enjoy the beach. Sam, the handyman's grandson, decided to make a
kite to fly in the wind. People saw the kites from a distance and came to the
hotel to see what was going on. Now the hotel is vacant only 1 month out o f
the year.
O bjectives: 1. The students will analyze the behavior o f the characters.
2.The students will use beginning consonants.
Activities: 1. Discuss how the characters felt at the beginning o f the story compared to
the end. How did Sam feel?
2. Review the letter "h" (focus on hotel). Find as many 'h* words as possible in
the book. List the words on the board. Write 'h* sentences.
9. Kite Flier by Dennis Haseley (1986 Four Wind Press, New York)
Summary: A young man makes kites for almost any occasion. He started making them
for his wife until she died, but he started again when his son was an infant.
His son wants to leave home since he is grown, so they make a huge kite to
set free. Their remembrance to each other on the first windy day o f the year is
to set a kite free from a hill.
Objectives: 1. The students will discuss the main idea.
2. The students will use correct verb forms.
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Activities: 1. Talk about what the story was about. Write a sentence telling the main idea
o f the story.
2. Review the 'ed' ending o f verbs. List all the past tense (with 'ed') verbs on
the board. Write sentences using past tense verbs.
10. Mai - Li's Surprise by Maijorie Jackson (1996 Richard C. Owen Publishers, Inc.,
Katonah, New York)
Summary: Mai-Li's brother drew a tiger on the kite that he made. Mai-Li surprised him
by writing his name in Chinese on the kite.
O bjectives: 1. The students will integrate personal experience with events in the text.
2. The students will recognize possessive forms.
Activities: 1. Talk about, then write about, a surprise you did for somebody else.
2. Review possessives using 's. List objects in the book that could show
possession (the surprise that belongs to Mai-Li. Write it showing
possession and using the 's (Mai-Li's surprise).
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Rain
1. Umbrella by Taro Yashima (1986 The Viking Press, New York)
Sum m ary: For her birthday, Momo gets a pair o f boots and an umbrella. She anxiously
waits until she can finally use them on a rainy day.
Objectives: 1. The students will integrate personal experiences with events in the text.
2. The students will recognize possessive forms.
Activities: 1. Talk about any gifts that the students may have received that were things
they had really wanted. Write stories about how they felt when they got
them and when they were able to use them.
2. List all the items in the book that belong to somebody. Match the object to
the person or thing it belongs to. Write it in possessive form.
2. Rain! Rain! by Carol Greene (1982 Children's Press, Chicago)
Sum m ary: A couple o f children experience rain falling everywhere.
O bjectives: 1. The students will use consonant / vowel clusters and long / short vowels.
2. The students will use pictures and prior knowledge to decode words.
Activities: 1. List the rhyming words. Add words to the list to make more rhyming
words.
2. Rewrite the story on sentence strips. Read it as a daily warm-up for
reading.
Have the students draw pictures to go with each sentence to make a class
book.
3. Rain by Peter Spier's (1982 Doubleday & Company, Garden City, NY)
Sum m ary: Some children are playing outside when it begins to rain. They run inside and
put on their raincoats and hats, and get their umbrellas. They play in the rain
and see the town until they have to go inside.
O bjectives: 1. The students will analyze the behavior o f the characters.
2. The students will use singular / plural nouns and correct verb forms.
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Activities: 1. As a class write a description of how the children may have felt at the
beginning, middle, and end o f the story.
2. Write about some o f the pictures using the correct noun and verb forms.
4. James and the Rain by Karla Kuskin ( 1995 Simon & Schuster Books for Young
Readers, New York)
Summary: James sees that it is raining so he puts on his raincoat and gets his umbrella to
go play in the rain. As he walks through the rain he meets many different animals
and asks each one what they do in the rain
O bjectives: 1. The students will recognize details, identify and discuss characters and
setting.
2. The students will use consonant / vowel clusters and short / long vowels.
Activities: 1. Retell the story by what each animal did in the rain. W ork in small groups
to write and draw a picture o f what each animal did in the rain.
2. Match each set o f rhyming words. Write sentences on sentence strips
leaving off the rhyming words. Have the students fill in the blanks.
5. A Rainy Day by Sandra Markle (1993 Orchard Books, New York)
Summary: As a little girl goes out in the rain she sees all the changes that take place in
the rain. This book explains what various animals do in the rain, and what
happens when it rains.
Objectives: 1 The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy.
2. The students will use pictures and prior knowledge to decode words.
Activities: 1. Discuss whether this book is real or fantasy. Make a list o f all the facts that
the students know are real.
2. Match a word to a sentence telling what the object does in the rain.
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6. Will It Rain? by Holly Keller (1984 Greenwillow Books, New York)
Summary: As it gets darker, the animals wonder if it will rain, then they prepare for the
rain. When the rain is over, they come back out.
O bjectives: 1. The students will predict events and discuss the main idea.
2. The students will use beginning consonants.
Activities: 1. Predict what each animal will do if it starts to rain. Compare the activities
o f the animals to the animals in A Rainy Day by Sandra Markle.
2. List all the animals in the book and put them in alphabetical order.
7 In the Rain with Baby Duck by Amy Hest (1995 Candlewick Press, Cambridge, MA)
Summary: The Duck family is walking to Grampa's in the rain for Pancake Sunday. Baby
Duck hates walking in the rain. She complained throughout the walk. Grampa
understood what was wrong with Baby Duck so he showed her the rain boots
and an umbrella that her mother used to use. Baby Duck loved to go out in
the rain with the boots and umbrella.
Objectives: 1. The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy.
2. The students will use short I long vowels.
Activities: 1. Discuss whether this story is real or fantasy. As a class rewrite the story to
make it real.
2. Introduce I review the long "a" sound - focus on rain and baby. Reread the
story and write down as many long "a" words as the class can find. Write
long "a" stories.
8. A Drop o f Rain by Wong Herbert Yee (1995 Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston)
Summary: Drops of rain fall on the baby's face. Everyone in the family thinks that the
baby is crying and tries to help the baby. When the sun shines through the
clouds, the baby smiles and the family figures out what was wrong with the
baby.
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O bjectives: 1. The students will recognize possessive forms.
2. The students will recognize details, identify and discuss characters and
setting.
Activities: 1. Write all the possessive phrases (baby's chin) on the board. Match the
phrase to a picture o f the object in the phrase.
2. Pick a character and write what that character thought was wrong with the
baby and what he or she did to help the baby.
9. Rainy Day Kate by Lenore Blegvad (1987 M argaret K. McElderry Books, New York)
Summary: A boy invites his friend Kate to play with him. Kate can't play because o f the
rain. The boy creates a friend and calls her Kate. He has a party for his new
friend Kate.
Objectives: 1. The students will express thoughts, feelings, judgments, understandings,
and attitudes in response to the text.
2. The students will use long vowels.
Activities: 1. Create a story web showing what the boy's problem was and what he did to
solve his problem. Talk about what the students would do if their friends
weren't allowed to play.
2. Find all the long "a" words in the book. Write a sentence for each word.
10. Rain Talk by Mary Serfozo (1990 Margaret K. McElderry Books, New York)
Summary: A little girl enjoys a day in the rain as she hears the many sounds that it makes.
Objectives: 1. The students will integrate prior knowledge or personal experiences with
events in the text.
2. The students will write in response to a story.
Activities: 1. As each sound is described, have the students tell about if and when they
have heard that sound before.
2. Write a story using the sounds you hear in the rain.
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Flowers
1. Amy Loves the Sun by Julia Hoban (1988 Harper & Row, USA)
Sum m ary: Amy goes out to play on a sunny day. She chases butterflies and plays in the
grass. She sees daisies and dandelions so she plays in them. Amy smells and
feels the flowers, then she picks them to take them home to her mom.
Objectives: 1. The students will analyze the behavior o f the characters.
2. The students will use pictures and prior knowledge to decode words.
Activities: 1. Discuss the things that Amy did and why she may have done them.
2. With a class set o f books have the students read the story to each other.
2. The Flower: An Ecology Story Book by Chris Baines (1990Crocodile Books, New
York)
Sum m ary: Some children buy a packet o f flower seeds. They plant the seeds and take
special care o f the area so the flowers can grow. They notice that bugs and
snails are eating their plant. They want to share the plant with all the bugs,
but the plant is suffering. They ask an adult for help so the adult sprays the
plant and kills the bugs. The bugs come back, but they don't want to kill them.
They remember that lady bugs eat other bugs, so they gather some lady bugs
to put on the plant.
Objectives: 1. The students will express thoughts, feelings, judgments, understandings,
and attitudes in response to the text.
2. The students will use structural features to read an unknown word.
Activities: 1. Discuss why the children did not want to kill the bugs. Write what you
would do if bugs were eating your plants.
2. Review pronouns. Write sentences with the pronouns in them. Have the
students tell who or what the pronoun refers to.
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3. Nelly's Garden by Elizabeth Slote (1991 Tambourine Books, New York)
Summary: Nelly Dragon plays throughout the year. Each month has its own type o f
garden. She enjoys seeing all the different flowers come out between March
and October.
Objectives: 1. The students will recognize details, identify and discuss characters and
setting.
2. The students will use structural features to read an unknown word.
Activities: 1. Match the items in Nelly's garden for each month.
2. Make a class big book o f this story. Write each sentence on a large piece o f
paper. Have the children read the sentence, then illustrate it.
4. The Strawflower: A Treasure Chest Story by Hilde Heyduck-Huth ( 1985 Margaret K.
McElderry Books, New York)
Summary: When all the other flowers faded or died after the summer, the strawflowers
stayed the same. They were used as decorations for a snow family, a
centerpiece on a dinner table, an ornament on a Christmas tree, as well as
many other things. A little girl finally puts the strawflower in her treasure
chest.
Objectives: 1. The students will integrate personal experiences with events in the text.
2. The students will use singular and plural nouns and correct verb forms.
Activities: 1. List things that the students may have collected for a treasure chest on the
board. Have the students write about the items they collected.
2. Write sentences from the book, changing the noun or verb form. Have the
students read the sentence and correct the mistake.
5. The Reason for a Flower by Ruth Heller (1983 Grosset & Dunlap, New York)
Summary: This describes which animals depend on flowers, and why. It also explains the
different parts o f a flower.
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O bjectives: 1. The students will recognize details, identify and discuss characters and
setting.
2. The students will use consonant / vowel clusters and short / long vowels.
Activities: 1. List the different parts o f the flower. Write what happens to each part and
why it's important.
2. List all the rhyming words. Put the words into rhyming pairs or groups.
6. The Rose in My Garden by Arnold Lobel (1984 Greenwillow Books, New York)
Summary: A bee sleeps on a rose in a garden full o f many other flowers. A cat chases a
field mouse through the many flowers and ends up waking up the bee.
O bjectives: 1. The students will use pictures and prior knowledge to decode words.
2. The students will use consonant I vowel clusters and long I short vowels.
Activities: 1. Label pictures o f each flower in the garden with a description from the
book.
2. Listen for rhyming words - list the sets o f words on the board.
7. Cat and Cat-Face by Chyng Feng Sun (1996 Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston)
Summary: A family brings home a 'Cat - face' flower, but they are worried that their cat
will ruin it like he ruined the other flowers that were brought home. Cat and
Cat - face become friends and spend a lot o f time together.
Objectives: 1. The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy.
2. The students will use singular and plural nouns and correct verb forms.
Activities: 1. Discuss whether this story is real or fantasy. How could it be real?
2. Write a few sentences on chart paper. Have the students choose the correct
verb form to go in the sentences.
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8. What Happens When Flowers Grow? by Daphne Butler (1996 Steck - Vaughn
Company, Austin, TX)
Summary: This book explains the growth process o f a flower from a seed to the fruit.
O bjectives: 1. The students will integrate prior knowledge or personal experiences with
events in the text.
2. The students will use beginning consonants.
Activities: 1. As the book is being read, stop and answer the questions in the text.
Explain the answers with facts from the students.
2. List the vocabulary words for flowers. Have the students put them in
alphabetical order. Write sentences, as a class, explaining what each word
means.
9. Flowers: a First Discovery Book by Gallimard Jeunesse, Claude Delafosse, Rene
Mettler (1991 Scholastic Inc., New York)
Summary: This book gives an explanation o f various flowers. It mentions pollination and
how the flowers sometimes develop into fruits, nuts or spices.
Objectives: 1. The students will express thoughts, feelings, judgments, understandings,
and attitudes in response to the text.
2. The students will locate a smaller known word in an unknown word.
Activities: 1. Discuss the story, then write a class story about their favorite part o f the
flower's development.
2. Match words to their root word, (beautiful ~ beauty)
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10. Rolli by Koji Takihara (1988 Picture Book Studio, Saxonville, MA)
Sum m ary: Rolli is a little red ball that rolls all over the place wondering where he is and
what he is. In the winter he finds a mole underground who takes care o f him.
In the spring Rolli sprouts into a flower
Objectives: 1. The students will predict events and discuss the main idea
2. The students will write in response to a picture.
Activities: 1. At the beginning o f the story, brainstorm ideas o f what Rolli might be. List
them on the board. After reading the story, see if any o f the predictions
were right.
2 After looking at the last picture in the book, have the students write a story
about the new Rolli.
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Summer
1. Step into Summer: A New Season (1990 Children's Press, Chicago)
Summary: This is a description o f what people and animals do in the summer, and what it
looks and feels like in the summer.
Objectives: 1. The students will recognize details, identify and discuss characters and
setting.
2. The students will use singular and plural nouns and correct verb forms.
Activities: 1. List and categorize what people and animals do in the summer. Choose one
item from the list and write about it.
2. List all the verbs from the book. Categorize them into regular, 'ing' endings,
or 'ed' endings. Match nouns to the appropriate verb form to make
different sentences.
2. Summer by Ron Hirschi (1991 Cobblehill Books, New York)
Summary: This is a description o f what various animals do in the summer.
Objectives: 1. The students will recognize details.
2. The students will use pictures and prior knowledge to decode words.
Activities: 1. Display a picture o f each animal from the book. List some things that
animal does in the summer.
2. Display pictures o f each animal. On flash cards write the name o f the
animal, and one-word descriptions o f the animal. Match the appropriate
cards to the animals.
3. The Goodbye Walk by Joanne Ryder (1993 Lodestar Books, New York)
Summary: A young girl walks through some places that have special memories o f the
summer and recalls the memories o f that place and says good-bye in her
thoughts.
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O bjectives: 1. The students will integrate prior knowledge and personal experiences with
events in the text.
2. The students will locate a known word in an unknown word.
Activities: 1. Discuss what special places or memories the students may have. List them
on the board. The students write about their special place or memory.
2. Review compound words (focus on 'goodbye'). List on sentence strips
other compound words from the book. Separate the words and have each
student match the two parts to make a compound word.
4. One Hot Summer Day by Nina Crews (1995 Greenwillow Books, New York)
Summary: A little girl enjoys all aspects o f summer from very hot days to rain showers to
cool it off.
Objectives: 1. The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy.
2. The students will use structural features to read an unknown word.
Activities: 1. Discuss whether the events in the book are real or not. Explain how you
can tell.
2. Write sentences from the book on chart paper. Have the students read the
sentences, then choose one sentence to illustrate and write about in thenown words.
5. One Summer Day by Kim Lewis (1996 Candlewick Press, Cambridge, MA)
Summary: A little boy, Max, wants to go outside to see a tractor as it passes by his
house. A friend, Sara, stops by to take Max for a walk. They play with
animals at the farm, watch boys fishing, and see the tractor at work.
Objectives: 1. The students will analyze the behavior o f the characters.
2. The students will demonstrate the usage o f print.
Activities: 1. As a class, write a summary o f the story describing how Max felt at the
beginning, middle, and end o f the story and why he felt that way.
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2. On chart paper write sentences leaving out all punctuation. Have the
students take turns filling in the appropriate punctuation marks (quotation
marks, periods, question marks, etc.)
6. One Summer Night by Eleanor Schick (1977 Greenwillow Books, New York)
Summary: Laura didn't feel like going to sleep so she put on a record and danced. Some
girls across the street saw her dancing so they began to sing. The girls singing
led to more music and dancing. When Laura's record was over she saw that
the neighborhood was dancing so she and her family watched the party in the
street.
Objectives: 1. The students will analyze the behavior o f the characters.
2. The students will use ending consonants.
Activities: 1. Sequence the story by telling what made each character dance, sing, play
music, etc.
2. List all the words with a 'ng' ending. Make up a sentence for each word.
7. Henry and M udge in the Green Time by Cynthia Rylant (1987 Bradbury Press, New
York)
Summary: Henry and his dog, Mudge, enjoy the days o f summer. Henry gets stung by a
bee while they go on a picnic, Mudge gets a bath with a garden hose, and they
play on a green hill beside Henry's house.
Objectives: 1. The students will express thoughts, feelings, judgments, understandings,
and attitudes in response to the text.
2. The students will use long vowels.
Activities: 1. Discuss, then write, what you would like to do with Mudge in the summer.
2. Review the long 'e' sound (focus on green in the title). List the long 'e'
words from the book on the board. Have the students write other long 'e'
words and use them in sentences.
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8. Around the Pond: Who's Been Here? by Lindsay Barrett George (1996 Greenwillow
Books, New York)
Summary: Cammy and her brother, William, are looking for blueberries around the pond.
While searching they see traces o f other animals that live near the pond.
Objectives: 1. The students will predict events and discuss the main idea.
2. The students will use singular and plural nouns and correct verb forms.
Activities: 1. While reading the story, have the class predict who has been there.
2. Review adding "s" to verbs. Find the verbs in the story. Have the students
explain why an "s" is added or why it isn't added. Write the sentences
changing the nouns from singular to plural and have the students fill in the
correct verb form.
9. Summertime in the Big Woods by Laura Ingalls Wilder (1996 Harper Collins, United
States)
Summary: This book describes an average day for a pioneer family in the summertime.
Objectives: 1. The students will discuss the main idea.
2. The students will integrate prior knowledge or personal experience with
events in the text.
Activities: 1. List the various activities the family did in the summertime. Discuss what
each activity involves.
2. List the activities we do in the summer. Compare with the activities in the
book. Are some activities the same? Write a class story comparing life in
the 1800's to today.
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10. Summer by Nicola Baxter (1996 Childrens Press, New York)
Summary: A description o f summer and activities for the summer.
O bjectives: 1. The students will distinguish between realism and fantasy.
2. The students will use pictures and prior knowledge to decode words
Activities: 1. Write about one o f the topics in the book and how you know that they are
real.
2. Rewrite a paragraph on chart paper. Leave a few words out. Show the
picture for the page that it came from, then have the children fill in the
missing words.
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ACTIVITIES

The following activities are examples o f what can be used as worksheets or written
on charts or sentence strips.
The text is being used for scholarly purposes. If this handbook is to be published,
the writer will get permission to use the text from each author whose book is being
used.
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The Bat in the Boot
Activity 1
Directions Fill in the missing punctuation

1. What do we do now

(. ? !)

2. Mom tries a twisted napkin__ (. ? !)
3.

A baby bat!

my brother yells.

4. Yeah__ (. ? !)
5. We set the shoe box high on the piano__ (. ? !)
6.

I think he's still young enough to nurse,

Mom says.

7. Do you think the baby bat's going to be alright__ (. ? !)
8. The shoe box is empty__ (? !)
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The Snowy Day
Activity 2
Directions: Rearrange the words to make a sentence.

1.

pocket

empty.

2.

sad.

He

3.

was

snow

4.

during

5.

a

was

His

very

felt

falling!

Snow

stick.

was

New

the

had

It
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night.

fallen

CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

Reading is one o f the most important skills taught to children. It is something that
they will have for the rest o f their lives. Children have so many different learning styles
that a textbook cannot adapt to all the learning styles. Current children's literature tends
to be easier to adapt to the children's style o f learning. Children often enjoy the story with
the pictures and may want to get the book at the library. This will help to instill the desire
to learn to read.
The purpose o f this study was to develop a literature based handbook for first
grade teachers to use with their students which utilizes a thematic approach to teaching.
The writer read many articles pertaining to literature based reading and developed
a handbook for literature based activities. The handbook was created after reading
children's books on various subjects and choosing activities for each book.
The result o f this study was a handbook to use with children's literature. The
handbook is primarily for first grade teachers working in an urban setting. The handbook
consists o f a sample o f books for twelve themes. Listed with each book are a summary,
objectives, and activities. Some activities were written out as examples.

Conclusions
As a result o f this project, the writer has found many ways to adapt children's
literature to most any learning style and also meet the required objectives for reading.
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Recommendations
This handbook is to be used as a resource in the teaching o f reading. The activities
can be adapted to other grade levels and learning environments. The handbook is a
sample o f what can be done with children's literature. The themes are not limited to the
books listed and the books are not limited to the objectives and activities.
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